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Cyber Blue – 234 Ball Collector  - 2014 
 
This short paper describes the design of Cyber Blue’s 2014 “ball collector” to play the Aerial 
Assist game.  Much of the design / development work was completed with spare pieces and 
marker-board sketches.  We are publishing this paper in an effort to help teams that may be 
struggling with this part of their robot design. 
 
Our Collector Requirements: 

1. Fit within frame perimeter at start of game. 
2. Fit within 20” horizontal extension during the game. 
3. Be lightweight but strong to withstand robot contact.  
4. Move the ball up and over the bumper and into the robot frame. 
5. Hold the ball in a “partially captured” location to allow driving. 
6. Ability to reverse the ball to “eject” it from the robot. 
7. Allow mis-alignment to the ball to capture it. 

 
We prototyped several ideas and styles, and chose a “U” type design based on its performance.  
 

 
 

This sketch shows the general layout of the collector assembly. The roller is 1-1/2 OD PVC pipe 
and the side rails are 1”x 2” Aluminum tube (1/8” wall). 

  
The first prototype was powered by a cordless drill. We found a speed of about 1200 rpm was 
effective at capturing the ball.  With this drill set up, we were able to determine the squeeze 
and height required to capture the ball, hold it part way into the robot, and bring it all the way 
into the frame.  We also used the drill prototype to test out different covering materials for the 
roller.  
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Our next step was to determine the correct legal motor / gearbox to drive the roller, and 
modify the prototype to test it. We had a BaneBot 550 with a 16:1 gearbox on it, and with this 
reduction we could get a roller speed of about 1200 rpm, which would closely match the drill 
speed (19300 / 16 = 1206).  We made a bracket and mounted the motor and gearbox, and 
found that this combination was a good speed and had the torque to move the ball into the 
robot. 
 
Next we needed to determine where to place the motor. There were two good options – the 
top end of the support near the roller, or the bottom end near the frame. If the motor was at 
the end of the supports, by the roller, that made the connections easy (2 or 3 gears), but this 
option added weight at the end of the support and the motor could be in the way of the ball.    
If we mounted the motors down by the robot chassis, that would be better for weight 
distribution, but we would need to run belt or chain about 24” through the aluminum tube.  We 
decided to try mounting the motor and gearbox by the roller to avoid the chain run.  
 
We found spare gears that would work for a trial test and mounted the motor to the inside of 
the support rail, slightly in the ball path. The motor was about 1” away from the roller.  The 
gearing maintained the same roller speed.  
 
We tested this configuration and found that the ball would touch the motor / gearbox, but we 
could still bring the ball into the robot.  
 

 
 

This sketch shows generally where the motor and gearbox mount relative to the roller. 
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Our next test was to use a different motor (Bag motor) to see if it would meet the 
requirements.   The Bag motor was connected to a 10:1 reduction gearbox to get us close to 
1200 RPM (13,300 RPM / 10 = 1330 RPM).  This combination would pull in the ball, but the 
motor would stall during some tests.  (The Bag motor is 132W compared to the BB550 at 
245W).  Based on this test, we decided to stay with the BaneBot 550 motor.  
 
We also added a photosensor to detect when the ball was into the collector and “captured”. 
We tested this option in case we wanted to just move the ball (help in an assist). The sensor 
detected the ball, allowing us to stop the motor with the ball in the “capture” location. 
 
Details of the design are below, and sketches and pictures of the prototype are also below.  
 

 
 
This sketch of the “assembly” shows the robot frame with the collector extended.  The arm stays 

within the 20” requirement.  At the start of the match, the pneumatic would be retracted, 
keeping the collector arm within the robot perimeter. 

 
Part Details and Dimensions: 
 
Top of robot frame – 10” 
Support arm length - ~23 - 24”. 
Roller – 1-1/2” PVC, approximately 25” long 
Wrap material - Wheel tread (McMaster-Carr Nitrile or AM or VEX Wedgetop all worked) 
Banebot 550 into Versapro 16:1 gearbox for a 1200 RPM bar speed.  

We put a 20 tooth gear on the gearbox shaft, a 20 tooth gear on the roller, and a small 
12 tooth idler gear between them for the spacing required. 

2 - 6” pneumatic cylinders to move the support bars to the collect position. 
3/8” hex aluminum “axles” for the PVC, with aluminum plugs to inset into the PVC. 
3/8” ID hex bearings for support. 
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When extended, the Center of PVC roller is 23-1/2 inches from the floor and about 17.5” from 
the frame perimeter. With the roller diameter and support material, this keeps us within the 
20” limit.  
 
When extended, the spacing between the roller (outside diameter) and the bumper top edge is 
about 21”.  This gives a little squeeze and allows the ball to stay in place if we stop the roller.  
To confirm this design does what we want, we can re-check against the requirements.  Based 
on the testing we have completed, this design meets all of our design requirements and will be 
improved through manufacturing, mounting, etc. to become part of our 2014 robot.  
 
The one addition not shown is a piece of 1”x1” angle aluminum that will be attached across the 
top/front of the assembly to make it more structurally rigid. This piece will be screwed or 
riveted to the 1”x2” side arms.  
 
Additional Sketches and Photos are below.  
 

 
 

This sketch shows the aluminum plug, with a hex shaft inserted, that will fit inside the PVC tube.  
The plug is held in place with zip screws. 
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Photo of “woodie” showing collector installed.  Due to prototype parts, one side is slightly lower 

in this picture.  The pneumatic cylinders let the collector bar flex a little with the ball. 
 

 
 

This photo shows the ball being pulled into the collector and then the chassis. 
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This photo shows the ball held partially in.  This can be useful to help in an assist.  


